Unified studies of chemical bonding structures and resonant scattering in light neutron-excess systems, 10,12Be.
The generalized two-center cluster model (GTCM), which can treat covalent, ionic and atomic configurations in general systems with two inert cores plus valence nucleons, is formulated in the basis of the microscopic cluster model. In this model, the covalent configurations constructed by the molecular orbital (MO) method and the atomic (or ionic) configuration obtained by the valence bonding (VB) method can be handled in a consistent manner. The GTCM is applied to the light neutron-rich system (10,12)Be = α + α + Xn (X = 2, 4). The continuous and smooth changes of the neutron orbits from the covalent MO states to the ionic VB states are clearly observed in the adiabatic energy surfaces (AESs), which are the energy curves obtained with a variation of the α-α distance. The energy levels obtained from the AESs nicely reproduce the recent observations over a wide energy region. The individual spectra are characterized in terms of chemical-bonding-like structures, such as the covalent MO or ionic VB structures, according to analysis of their intrinsic wave functions. From the analysis of AESs, the formation of the mysterious 0(2)(+) states in (10,12)Be, which have anomalously small excitation energies in comparison to a naive shell-model prediction, is investigated. A large enhancement in a monopole transition from a ground MO state to an ionic α + (6,8)He VB state is found, which seems to be consistent with a recent observation. In the unbound region, the structure problem, which handles the total system of α + α + Xn (X = 2, 4) as a bound or quasi-bound state, and the reaction problem, induced by the collision of an asymptotic VB state of α + (6,8)He, are combined by the GTCM. The properties of unbound resonant states are discussed in close connection to the reaction mechanism, and some enhancement factors originating from the properties of the intrinsic states are predicted in the reaction observables.